Technical Data

Celadon T72 SerieS Probe CardS
The Celadon T72 series parametric probe card was designed to maximize the
greatest possible probing area, die size and number of sites in a standard
4.5” probe card holder. The T72 series supports long term compact multi-site
wafer level reliability tests up to 300°C where conventional reliability data
is needed quickly, eliminating parts packaging delays and stress on parts
during packaging while maintaining a wafer performance map. A wafer
performance map is needed when correlating packaged part tests and onwafer tests. Relative to losses in the cable and switching, the leakage losses
and errors introduced by this high performance card are nearly transparent
in most applications. Designed to introduce minimal leakage over the widest
temperature ranges, the T72 series delivers performance with a design matched
to the most advanced parametric and small reliability analysis systems available.
■ Typical reliability applications: EM, NBTI, HCI and TDDB
■ Celadon’s T72 series is available in three product versions
■

■

■

High temp non-low leakage (HT) – value based design for high temperature
applications such as Electromigration
Low leakage (LL) – designed to deliver fast settling time and a low leakage
solution
T72SP – designed to hold a Mezzanine board on top of the probe card to
add circuitry for matching networks, device
stabilization and custom circuitry

The T72 series increases test efficiency on small
wafers with a minimal number of WLR testers,
smaller rack and stack test matrices and probers. All
three versions provide extreme operation over the
widest temperature ranges while retaining crash
resistant properties and low thermal expansion
characteristics.
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Celadon T72 SerieS Probe CardS

Product desIgn

t72 serIes adVantages

The probes are mounted in a precisely
fabricated 72 mm ceramic square or
a button tile mounted in a controlled
expansion alloy. Each probe is retained
in a protective slot in the ceramic
with each site typically having 1 to
25 probes. The protective slot in the
button combined with a unique shape
allows the probes to maintain alignment. The slot provides
for the self alignment of probes while providing space for the
probes to permit a controlled over-travel for crash resistance,
which can occur with overdrive, prober malfunction, operator
error, improper alignment, wafer warp or chuck warp. During
severe over-travel, the probes’ beams retract into the ceramic
body and the wafer may contact the ceramic.

■ Ceramic and metal construction with solderless connections

Replacement for the T72LL and T72HT versions is performed
by pulling the probe out of the slot and body and reconnecting
a new probe. Probes can be individually replaced without the
need for solder or epoxy to hold probes in alignment position.
Probe replacement on the T72SP version is performed by
de-soldering and cutting the probe from the topside of the
pc board and then pulling the probe out from the ceramic
slot. It is then reinstalled in the ceramic alignment slot and
re-soldered to establish an electromechanical connection.
The probe itself is held into the ceramic with a patented
compression fit.

■ Probe protection with optional crash resistant needles
■ Fast settling option to allow for fast probing and reduced or
no wait states for settling
■ Operates from -65°C to 300°C (400°C option available)
■ Ultra low expansion buttons for use on small pads
■ Site-to-site expansion closely matched to wafer expansion.
■ Designed to have minimal Z deflection or “oil canning” over
the temperature range
■ Low expansion characteristic allows one probe card to be
used over the entire operating range for properly sized pads
■ Low repair cost – each pin separately replaceable – long
service life
■ RoHs Compliant on T72HT and T72LL version
■ T72HT and T72LL versions in shielded metal housing for
noise suppression, mechanical strength and improved low
leakage performance. T72SP version has top replaced by PCB
■ All Cable Connections are crimped on T72HT and T72LL
versions
■ T72HT version is ideal for probing 3-5 material devices
where matching networks are needed for oscillation
suppression

waFer ProbIng For:
■ Process Life Evaluation
■ Low Current FET measurements for IDSS
■ Fine Resolution Measurements
■ Low Noise Measurements
■ Early Failure Detection for Reliability Measurements
■ Device Characterization
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■ Process Control Monitors
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The T72LL and T72SP versions can have a number of either
single- or multi-contact coaxial connectors on a pigtail. The
connections from each probe are brought out on a low-noise,
high-temperature coaxial cable where the shield of the cable
is connected to a guard for parameter analyzer or reliability
systems applications. Having a connector on an extension
makes it easier to plug a large number of cables securely
together when they are mounted on a prober. Also, the multiC\XbX^\:lii\ekMJK\jkK`d\
contact connectors must be shielded from chuck temperatures
3000
that may exceed 200°C. Since no connector hangs below
the probe card, the format of using a multi-contact cable
K\jkZfe[`k`fe`jX'kf,Mjn\\g2
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on an extension
allows this card
to be rotated in a Celadon
[\cXpk`d\]fi\XZ_jk\g%K_\Zlii\ek`j
Modular Adapter™ on analytical
probers and eliminates the
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2000
Xe[k_\Xm\iX^\mXcl\`ji\gfik\[%
needs for edge connectors. The T72HT version uses plain high
temperature single conductor wire and is often connected to
1500
subminiature type D connectors. All versions will work on a
probe station with
®ÊÊ115 5a high quality, easy to planarize 4.5” probe
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a 0 to 5 volt stepping in 0.1
volt increments. A parameter
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analyzer typically has a programmed step size. A delay time
at each measurement point must be added to account
for card settling performance.
If the time delay time is too
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50 then there will be an error due to high settling leakage
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cables and switching matrices are
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often used to reduce settling time. If the settling time is too
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long, test throughput decreases. As an example, if you sweep
too fast or don’t have enough delay time, it would prevent
you from seeing the true ID off current in a sub threshold
20
measurement. High performance probe cards are used to
obtain an accurate Fowlar Nordheim plot that is unaffected
by probe
card settling current. The settling time for a 5
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volt step
size atand
with
surface leakage, it might never settle down to 1 pico amp per
volt.
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The following graph displays an example of leakage versus
temperature. This product normally has less leakage than
the device being tested. The next graph shows leakage
vs. time to demonstrate how fast the product settles in
fempto amps per volt. If one volt is applied, the T72 version
will settle to well under the specified 5 fempto amps in
10 seconds. The fast settling time combined with low test
voltages allows rapid measurement sequences for fast dieto-die moves. The fast settling time is also used on fast NBTI
measurements where the failure mode occurs in less than 1
second and the probe card has to settle very fast. The issue
is how fast can you get an accurate measurement and then
look for a parameter that changes during the 1st second.
The typical settling time for a one volt change is 1.2 fempto
amps in 10 secondsC\XbX^\MJ%K\dg\iXkli\
at +25°C.
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The graph displays an example of leakage versus time for
the T72LL version to show how fast the product settles and
low current performance at room and high temperatures.
The fast settling time combined with low test voltages
allows rapid measurement sequences for fast die-to-die
moves.
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Microscope Considerations

Wiring Options

The T72 series is also designed to be used with microscopes
that move over the entire 72 mm x-y range to be probed. It
will work with either upward-looking cameras or downwardlooking cameras. Magnification levels for downward-looking
microscopes should be from 20X to 50X

To reduce the number of connectors, the T72 series may be
designed to have sources, drains, emitters or collectors wired
in common. The disadvantage of common wiring–it may
limit what tests and monitoring can be performed on certain
devices. It is suggested that Quasi- Kelvin wiring, two wires to
each probe or connector, be considered for accuracy reasons.
Wafer level reliability predictions will be improved by a more
accurate measurement. Celadon suggests that you check with
the vendor of the wafer level reliability system to see which
wiring technique is required. If performing different types
of reliability tests with different test boards, a patch panel is
suggested to reduce cost and complexity.

Atmosphere Considerations
The T72 series is designed to work in an inert atmosphere
such as a nitrogen-filled probe enclosure or Faraday cage to
prevent pad oxidation at temperatures above 300°C. The inert
atmosphere enables humidity control which will allow for low
current measurements. Lifetime predictions may be effected
by atmospheric test conditions so a controlled atmosphere is
beneficial. It is a requirement for probing bare copper.

Expansion Vs. Pad Size
The design goal was to keep site-to-site expansion very closely
matched to the pads on the wafer. The maximum expansion
difference between the probe card and silicon wafer depends
on which construction style is used for the probe card. For
other materials, please contact the factory for pad sizes below
100 microns. The expansion difference is defined from the
center of the probing area to very outside corner as follows*.

Touch Down Sensors
Most analytical probers that do not have height-profiling,
upward-looking cameras will require a sensor in each corner
of a wafer to verify when touch down occurs. Touch down
sensors are used to aid in planarization and set the Z height
at each temperature. It is recommended that you order four
touch down sensors with the T72 series card and purchase a
touch down sensor indicator box. Before using this product,
verify or calibrate chuck planarity at temperature, platen
planarity and probe card planarity.

Electrical Characteristics (T72LL version):
■■Leakage <5 fA/Volt from -65°C to 125°C at 10 seconds
■■Leakage <20 fA/Volt from 125°C to 200°C at 10 seconds
■■Leakage < 1 pA/Volt from 200°C to 300°C at 10 seconds

Delta Temperature
Range

Design

Ceramic Expansion
– Silicon Expansion

Minimum Pad Size

300°C

Button in controlled
expansion metal

20 microns

65 micron square

200°C

72 mm square Ceramic

35 microns

80 micron square

300°C

72 mm square Ceramic

50 microns

100 micron square

*Smaller Pad sizes can be used if the distance from the center of the wafer to the furthest edge of the pad is decreased or the
temperature range is decreased.

www.celadonsystems.com

Celadon T72 Series Probe Cards

Probe Contact
Visit our web site at www.celadonsystems.com
for a full animation.

■■Coverage Areas: 72 mm square
■■Size without Pigtail: 160 mm x 114 mm x ( 15—25) mm

Suggested Options:

1. Probe before contact.

3. Probe card crash,
the probe flexes up into
the protective slot.

2. Probe in normal contact
with the wafer.

4. Probe back in normal
contact with the wafer.

Mechanical Characteristics:
■■Maximum Number of Probes: 160
■■Tip Radius Available: 0.0125 mm (standard); 0.0063 mm;
0.025 mm; others available
■■Shape: Polished round, flat available
■■Minimum Pitch: 60 microns (probes from both sides
– interlaced)
■■Minimum Die-to-Die Spacing: Layout dependent
■■Probe Material: Tungsten Rhenium (standard) (WRe);
Beryllium Copper; other materials available
■■X-Y Accuracy: +/-9 microns (standard); +/-5 microns
available upon request, measured from alignment marks on
tile.
■■Z Accuracy: +/-9 microns; +/-5 microns available upon
request
■■Z Probe Tip Variation Over Entire Probe Card : +/-12 microns
over 72,000 microns
■■Z Probe Tip Variation Over a Single Site: +/-8 microns over
25,000 microns
■■Wafer Test Operating Temperature Range: -65°C to 300°C;
400°C with high temperature option
■■Probe Card Storage Temperature Range: -65°C to 150°C

www.celadonsystems.com

■■Cable

Harness for the Keithley 707 and Agilent E5250 opt
001 matrix. 25-three lug triax plug connectors, 3.0 meters
ultra-high-performance, low-noise, low-leakage triax cables,
26-pin microcoax connector, and one ground pin.
■■Cable

Harness for Various Testers – Celadon makes a
number of interface cables to go from specific reliability
testers or pin jack systems to each probe card or light tight
enclosure. There are a number of standard cables available
on our website with many different connector options.
■■Light

Tight Enclosure (Octagon) and Cable Manifold – This
is the ultimate high performance top enclosure. It forms
a light tight enclosure which fits over the platen, modular
adapter and probe card. Built out of conductive plated
metal, it forms a top portion of a Faraday cage. Recent tests
have indicated a very significant reduction in stray noise and
improvement in low leakage performance in noisy areas.
Since the tiles use coax with guard on the outside, this
forms the shield required for noise reduction. This product
is usually equipped with a connector manifold to provide
cable strain relief, protect the probe card and provide an
orderly place for cable interface. The product relies on
prober positive pressure for humidity control. The goal is to
create a mini atmosphere for the probe card to control wafer
oxidization and humidity control.
■■Celadon

Modular Adapter™ – This is the ultimate highperformance rigid high-Z-force probe card holder. It has
three-point planarization with a set of personality rings
available for the prober it will be used on. Two versions
are available. One version is for autoprobers and one is for
analytical probers. Two sizes are available (200 mm and 300
mm). The product is designed with many interchangeable
personality plates to allow it to hold 4.5” Celadon cards such
as the T72, VersaTile™ or other types of probe cards that
need rotation, high Z force, high thermal stability for small
pad probing and precise easy planarization.
■■Pin
 Scramblers – This product is similar to a manual switch
matrix. It is designed to allow manual configuration
changes by installing jumpers between the test system
and probe card. It is designed to have minimal electrical
disturbance. It replaces a switch matrix and does take time
to switch between tests.

Celadon T72 Series Probe Cards

How to Order
Model + Leakage -number of pins (xxx) - number of sites (sss) -connector type (t) - number of quasi-kelvin pins (qqggq)
ttt = Connector Type
1 = Number of Sites
(01-24)

xx = Number of Probes (01-160 )

	AMP = AMP Microcoax Connector
AMC = Advanced Microcoax 'Plug'
Connector
BNC = B
 NC Connector
TRX = Triax
SMB = SMB mini coax
8 = Number 8
D2P = 25 Pin D Sub

gggggg-xx .n -ttt-qq
gggggg = P
 robe Card Type
		
		
		

T72LL
T72HT
T72SP

qq = Kelvin Connection Type
S or Blank = Single Wire to Each Probe
QK = Quasi-Kelvin – two wires to each probe
K= Kelvin = two probes per pad

■■Number of probes: 1 to 200

Probe Card Options

■■Probe type is polished round tip: 0.0125 mm (default
radius); other sizes and shapes are available.

■■Product may be made with interlaced or same
side probes depending on layout and pitch

■■Pigtail cable type (T72LL): Celadon-designed, ultra-highperformance, high-temperature, low-noise microcoax, lowtriboelectric effect cable

■■Product may be wired for Kelvin or Quasi-Kelvin
connections

■■Pigtail cable type (T72HT): Teflon® coated multi-strand
hookup wire

■■Active Cooling

■■Crash Resistant Probes

■■Cable length in mm. (from the end of the chassis to the
connector)
■■Touchdown sensor type: No touch down sensor (default);
other options are NC (normally closed), INC (isolated normally
closed)
■■Beam length in mm: 3.8 mm high Z force (default); 6 mm
crash resistant; 7.6 mm SoftTouch™.
■■Probe depth in mm: Dependent on probe make and model
– set by probes and modular adapter
■■Number of sites: 1 to 24
Patents
Celadon Systems, Inc.’s business, products, and processes are protected by U.S. and
International patents and pending U.S. and International patent applications.
Copyrights
Celadon Systems, Inc.’s copyrightable materials including printed materials,
software, website, etc. are protected by:
Copyrights © 1998-2007. All Rights Reserved
Other Intellectual Properties
Celadon Systems, Inc. owns other intellectual properties, including but not limited to, trade
secrets, domain names, and technology know-how.
For more information see Celadon Web Site/About Us/Intellectual Property

Contact Celadon for more information today.

www.celadonsystems.com

14763 Energy Way • Apple Valley, MN 55124 USA
P: 1.952.232.1700 • F: 1.952.997.6225
e-mail: info@celadonsystems.com

